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Abstract  
It is evident that the European Union is currently facing some of its toughest challenges to date: 

the refugee crisis and the economic and distribution challenges it brings with it, the unionization 

of a banking system resisted by major players like Germany to avoid spreading losses by 

countries like Greece (who have repeatedly faced major crises), and the now-impending Brexit 

as a result of the recent referendum vote in response to EU banking failures and the cost of 

providing asylum for refugees. These issues, among others, are contributing to the image that the 

European Union might not survive this round of economic crisis despite its ability to pull 

through former financial crises like Greece’s government finally defaulting on its debt. However, 

it is important to remember that the European Union’s relationships and entanglements do not 

end at European borders. The Asia-Pacific is home to four of the EU’s strategic partners as well 

regional organizations and forums like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 

Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM), and the G-20 Summits. While the fast-growing Asian economies 

are a tantalizing honey for the combined economy of EU member nations, a strong trade 

partnership- while undoubtedly providing trade benefits that could help to prop up the weight of 

a refugee crisis, among other issues- as well as increased involvement in regional security could 

lead to entrapment in the growing mess that is the East Asian security crisis. These issues could 

ultimately help to contribute to the demise of the European Union. 
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 After the total devastation faced by Europe in the wake of World War II, the European 

Coal and Steel Community was created- becoming the first of several supranational European 

organizations to act as a predecessor the the EU- to assist in making war not just “unthinkable 

but materially impossible,” as laid out by the Schuman Declaration (Schuman, 1950). In 

conjunction with this declaration, there was also the commitment to reinforce democracy. While 

the initial aim of the European Coal and Steel Community was to suppress Germany in order to 

keep it from exerting its World War II power through elimination of its industry, this organization 

eventually aimed to unite the original six members under the idea that “these efforts are inspired 

by the growing conviction that the countries of free Europe are inter-dependent and share a 

common destiny,” (Signatory Ministers, 1951). These ideas became highly inflammatory, 

especially the issue of democracy, as the Cold War bloomed in the dust of World War II, leaving 

the world polarized between the pulls of the democratic United States and the communist Union 

of Soviet Socialist Republics. As the powers of Western Europe united to form coordinated 

international institutions under the power of democracy, their neighbors to the east began to 

shape themselves into a communist superpower with far reaching influence.  

 As the Cold War escalated and China fell to the CCP, a new era of security tensions in the 

Asia-Pacific began to dawn. Suffering from a lack of cultural unity and a notoriously divisive 

past, the countries of this region faced the issue of coming to an agreement on a mutual security 

agenda- and the subsequent realization that this would not be so simple a task. During this period 

China began its economic rise on the heels of Japan and as the United States’ post-World War II 

hegemonic power faded, it has come to appear that China may be stepping into the United States’ 

former shoes as the world’s new hegemon. 
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 However, there are issues that accompany this rise, a major one being the issue of 

whether China has the ability, or even decides, to rise peacefully. As John Mearsheimer suggests 

(2010), a peaceful rise of China is mostly likely not a possibility because as US power begins to 

wane, the future security environment in the Asia-Pacific region will revolve around China rather 

than the US. In light of recent announcements, however, it could be the European Union that 

steps into the vacuum left by the United States- a potential risk as a result of their concurrent 

wish to deepen trade with China. Having recently declared that they will seek to make greater 

contributions to regional security by working with partners including Japan, Korea, and 

Indonesia (Global Strategy, 2016), the EU may find themselves in the same conundrum that the 

US has been struggling with: balancing high levels of economic investment with China with the 

strengthening of anti-China security ties with the surrounding nations.  

 For countries like South Korea and Japan, an approach to interstate security led by China 

is likely not something they will back thus strengthening support of the EU’s recent pivot toward 

security investment in the region. In conjunction with serving as the active head of regional 

security, China tends to exude a neo-conservative approach toward security in the region. As a 

result of this neo-conservative approach, demonstrated through the PRC’s buildup of nuclear 

weapons, increased military spending, and inflammatory rhetoric regarding the military and 

other security issues, offensive realism is often the security response to China’s actions. This has 

led to the continued support of the US armament of Taiwan, the Japanese debate over the 

removal of Article 9 from their constitution, and a strained relationship between China and the 

ROK, just to name a few. The question is then raised: if the Asia-Pacific seems to be such a 

volatile region as a result of their ongoing security issues, why would the European Union look 
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past their own borders to engage themselves in this political and security forum? The answer lies 

in Asian economic growth.  

 According to reports by the European Commission on Trade, after the US, China and 

ASEAN as a whole represent the EU’s largest trading partners. From 2006-2013, the EU has 

invested and average of €14.8 billion annually in ASEAN countries, making it ASEAN’s largest 

investor. On top of this, €156.4 billion were spent in 2013 alone in foreign direct investment in 

ASEAN states by the EU while only €57.7 billion were spent in foreign direct investment by 

ASEAN within the EU (European Commission, 2015). This high level of investment and trade 

with ASEAN states is a logical approach toward a form of economic integration in the global 

economy as a means to expand domestic GDP because of the rise of several major Asian-Pacific 

economies like Japan in the late 1900s followed by China who has become a global economic 

powerhouse. Realistically, any of the Asian economic tigers (and more recently, India) would 

make good trading partners based solely on their rate of economic growth post both World War II 

and the Cold War. In terms of GDP, China now dominates the Asian continent and is swiftly 

moving towards the power of the United States with an approximate 14% of the global GDP held 

in China.  

 While an analyzation of simply the numbers suggests that the Asia-Pacific seems to be a 

rising economy that should continue with this upward trend for the foreseeable future, the history 

of this region makes this analysis seem slightly less favorable. In the late 1980s, real estate and 

stock market prices in Japan were greatly inflated. This led to an asset bubble burst in Japan in 

1991, a crash from which they are still trying to recover and determined the 1990s to be termed 

“the lost decade” for Japan. In 1997, another economic crisis ravaged Asia as the Thai baht 
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collapsed and caused countries like Singapore to suffer financially from a lack of confidence and 

demand that swept through the entire region. Despite this, today Singapore acts as the EU’s main 

ASEAN FDI partner reaching a high of €205 billion in FDI inflows from the EU in 2011 

(Eurostat, 2015).  

 While Singapore is admittedly probably on of the safer bets for FDIs in Asia from the 

EU, ultimately other countries like China and Japan do hold FDIs from the EU and history 

suggests that while these countries appear to be booming, an extreme slowing of Asian 

economies or even a collapse could occur at any time. However, in a new publication by the 

Asian Development Bank (ADB) growth forecasts remained unchanged for both China and India 

for 2016 and 2017 (ADB Forecast, 2016). With the recent electoral turmoil faced by the United 

States, there is a fear that capital reversals could be caused by potentially schizophrenic 

monetary policy changes in countries like the US. A collapse in a major holders of EU foreign 

direct investment would be disastrous for an already economically fumbling European Union, 

too focused on squabbling over the spreading of potential economic losses inside their borders to 

realize it might soon happen to the money that they have invested outside their borders.  

 This idea is backed by the theory that the Chinese economy- an economic crux for Asian-

Pacific investment- will begin a massive slowdown as the number of inputs declines relative to 

the number of current outputs in the coming years. In this school of thought, input driven growth 

is an inherently limited process. Increases in inputs without increases in the efficiency with 

which those inputs are used will eventually lead to diminishing returns. (Krugman, 1994). It is 

possible to apply this school of thought to Singapore as it also underwent a huge economic jump 

much like its predecessors in China and Japan, and even the USSR. However, as Krugman 
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suggests, this jump may be limited from growing “exponentially” as the number of inputs are 

ultimately limited unless they undergo specialization. While Singapore seems to be doing a bit 

better in dealing with this concept by forming a highly educated public to translate education into 

the creation and innovation of special products, China depends on its vast population to retain its 

high level of output and subsequently its rapidly rising GDP. However, as 2016 began, a 

slowdown in China’s economy already seems to have begun. In Singapore’s case, despite 

currently experiencing “western” levels of growth, the population can only be educated once and 

therefore their jump seems destined to slow down as well. So for the EU, while their foreign 

direct and trade investments with these Asian countries may seem promising now, these 

investments could be at risk if these economies do fully take a turn for the worse, leading to a 

severe economic loss for the EU. It is even more critical that money be invested well. 

Investments in Asian mining and coal operations, for example, are far less likely to experience an 

asset bubble burst than say housing and stock markets. 

 With this understanding the question is raised asking just how strategic is the EU-Asian 

relationship? Maybe more importantly, is the risk of involvement in these economies, and 

therefore security issues, worth the reward? While the economic and trade markets are attractive, 

there is much debate over whether the market growth will continue at the steady rate it is 

currently trending upward at (disproved by the most recent reports for China’s GDP for 2016, 

noting the start of a potential decline). Beyond that, many Asian economic institutions were 

created in order to help overcome the security dilemma in Asia through economic terms. ASEAN 

is a strong example of such an institution, with the creation of the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank being a more recent form of proof. As Europeans rush to join the AIIB as a 
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China-led alternative to the World Bank there are two issues that become prevalent: the West has 

failed to unite behind their own banking system and the possibility of entrapment in an Asian 

security dilemma by joining an economic institution may become a reality (Stanzel, 2015).  

 With this in mind, the overall strategy behind EU involvement in Asia is driven by the 

desire to cash in on the growth seen in markets in the region. This concept is reinforced by a lack 

of EU involvement in regions like Africa or Latin America. Because this is (at least) one of the 

motives behind EU involvement, it puts the EU at high risk for a large economic loss if any 

major economy in the Asia-Pacific began to decline. A decline by a large country like China 

could also throw economic institutions like ASEAN or trade alliances with the EU off balance, 

causing the security threat to become a crisis.  

 If tensions were to heat up in the region, much as they over maritime issues in both the 

East and South China Seas, there is no way to predict that the state might demand EU military 

backing as a result of a strong former trade alliance. It is important to note that this is not 

something the EU is capable of providing without NATO throwing their support the way of 

alliance states in Asia on behalf of the EU- an interesting issue to consider in the face of the EU 

announcing increased presence in the East Asian security arena. And importantly, the likelihood 

of conflict seems to be steadily approaching with China’s unwillingness to uphold the recent 

binding Hague ruling over the South China Sea made under the UN Convention on the Law of 

the Sea (Hague Rules, 2016). The only form of support that the EU could directly provide to 

Asia would be monetary or (potentially) machinery and the economic state of the European 

Union is already in such disarray due to the refugee and the banking crises that this may not even 

get to the table.  
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 To extrapolate further on the effects of EU involvement in the Asia Pacific, one must 

return to the beginning of the institution. Going back to the Schuman Declaration, it is pertinent 

to remember that adjunct to the declaration- part of the foundational thoughts that formed the 

European Union- was the commitment to the preservation of both democracy and Democracy. 

With that in mind, how does one rectify the relationship of the institutions that require 

democracy closely linking themselves with states like China that are still solidly communist? 

The answer lies in what the state in need values more: economic growth or political stability.  

 The debate ultimately comes down to how much autonomy a democratic state has to do 

what it likes before it steps outside the realm performing democratic action. But is the retention 

of choice, including the choice to engage with communism or totalitarianism or oligarchies, a 

fundamental aspect of democracy? Or is the engagement with communism, even China’s modern 

communism-gone-capitalist, the perpetuation of the sort of regime that democracy stands in 

opposition to? This question was a point (both of contention and confusion) in the United States’ 

argument for engagement in the Vietnam War. The answers to these questions in the war’s 

context remained just as murk at the conclusion as they did when they were first raised. This 

goes to show the difficulty and repercussions facing any agency that chooses to engage with 

these sort of muddled ideals- very reminiscent of the choices the democratic European Union is 

making by so heavily engaging with modern day communist powerhouses. Too close of a 

relationship could be damaging for the longevity of the EU through the degradation of 

Democratic ideals.  

 In summation, if this idea of a future Asia-Pacifc embroiled in war becomes a reality- 

something that may be more likely than originally assumed due to the recent decline in China’s 
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GDP- it spells trouble for the future and longevity of the EU. While an Asian market collapse 

leading to a loss of FDI and trade most likely is not enough to topple the EU by itself, when 

added to the current issues of the Syrian refugee crisis and the attempts to unionize the banking 

system, the European Union may be unable to withstand the pressure. If the EU fails to stand 

both domestically and internationally, the former result potentially being caused by the latter, 

there will certainly not be enough strength for the EU to stand at all. The end of a democratic 

powerhouse brought about by a communist state could spell trouble for a global environment. 

However, one also must consider whether or not the continuation of EU is in the best interest of 

the states involved. With the major player Britain facing an impending exit due to economic and 

social policy issues and Germany’s push against EU bank unionization, it is certainly debatable 

whether situations would be handled better if there was a restructuring of the current system- or 

even the creation of a new system all together.  
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